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Abstract: The adherence assessment based on the combination of nevirapine (NVP) and its two
metabolites (2-hydroxynevirapine and 3-hydroxynevirapine) would more comprehensively and
accurately reflect long-term adherence than that of a single prototype. This study aimed to develop a
specific, sensitive and selective method for simultaneous detection of the three compounds in hair and
explore whether there was consistency among the three compounds in assessing long-term adherence.
Furthermore, 75 HIV-positive patients who were taking the NVP drug were randomly recruited
and divided into two groups (high-and low-adherence group). All participants self-reported their
days of oral drug administration per month and provided their hair strands closest to the scalp at
the region of posterior vertex. The concentrations of three compounds in the hair were determined
using a developed LC-MS/MS method in multiple reaction monitoring. This method showed good
performances in limit of quantification and accuracy with the recoveries from 85 to 115% and in
precision with the intra-day and inter-day coefficients of variation within 15% for the three compounds.
The population analysis revealed that patients with high-adherence showed significantly higher
concentrations than those with low-adherence for all three compounds. There were significantly
moderate correlations of nevirapine with 2-hydroxynevirapine and 3-hydroxynevirapin and high
correlation between 2-hydroxynevirapine and 3-hydroxynevirapin. The two NVP’s metabolites
showed high consistency with NVP in evaluating long-term adherence.
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1. Introduction

Non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs) have turned into a necessary component
of the drug combination schemes that are presently utilized in the therapy of human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) infections [1–3]. NNRTIs can bind reversibly to specific points on human immunodeficiency
virus reverse transcriptase and can terminate RNA- and DNA-dependent DNA polymerase activity,
thereby preventing virus replication. Nevirapine (NVP), the first-generation NNRTI, in alliance with
other antiretroviral drugs has been widely used to decrease the morbidity and improve health outcomes
of people living with HIV [4–7].

On the other hand, the ultimate therapeutic effect in the prevention and treatment of acquired
immune deficiency syndrome not only depends on the drug regimen, but also requires HIV-infected
people to ensure strict long-term adherence to antiretroviral drugs [8]. Low adherence is generally
considered to result in adverse clinical outcomes [9]. Evaluation of patients’ adherence to antiretroviral
drugs is helpful in predicting virology failure, avoiding drug resistance, grasping the degree of disease
deterioration and ensuring the effect of prevention and treatment [10].

Previous studies mostly utilized drug concentrations in plasma and urine as biomarkers to assess
the adherence to antiretroviral drugs [11,12]. Although these biomarkers may be sensitive, both of
them can reliably provide only the adherence within several hours or a few days, not for the adherence
over a relatively long period, such as one month or half a year. The drug concentration in the 1-cm
hair nearest the scalp can be traced back to drug use within the past month if the hair grows 1 cm
each month. Thus the concentrations of drugs in hair matrix resulting from passive diffusion of
plasma species could be adopted as evaluation of long-term adherence to antiretroviral drugs [13,14].
Earlier studies have demonstrated that the concentration of antiretroviral drugs in hair is a reliable
measure for assessment of long-term adherence to antiretroviral drugs [15–21].

Existing studies utilize the concentrations of the drugs’ prototype in hair to evaluate long-term
adherence [22–25]. However, the antiretroviral drugs are mostly metabolized in the circulating system
once orally administered and only a fraction of them remain as the prototype structure. For example,
NVP is extensively transformed under the catalysis of internal cytochromes (e.g., CYP3A, CYP2B6,
CYP2D6 and CYP3A4) into some hydroxylated metabolites including 2-hydroxynevirapine (2-OH
NVP), 3-hydroxynevirapine (3-OH NVP), 8-hydroxynevirapine (8-OH NVP) and 12-hydroxynevirapine
(12-OH NVP). Among these metabolites, 2-OH NVP is exclusively formed by CYP3A and 3-OH NVP
is exclusively formed by CYP2B6 [26]. The formations of 8-OH NVP and 12-OH NVP are attributed to
the catalysis of both CYP2D6 and CYP3A4 [27]. Indeed, most of NVP is metabolized into metabolites
after being exposed to the body, among which 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP are the main metabolites.
This was demonstrated by the previous findings that no more than 5% of NVP was excreted unaltered
in the urine after the metabolism in the body, but 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP were excreted at 22.9 and
33.1% as detected by a radio-labeled mass balance [28,29]. Thus, the content of the drug prototype
in biological matrix (e.g., plasma and hair) cannot fully reflect the concentration information about
the drug which HIV patients took by oral administration. Additionally, there is large inter-individual
difference in drug metabolism. For example, coefficients of variation (CV) in the metabolism of
NVP, lamivudine and tenofovir were 99.1, 75.4 and 103.8% as shown by the previous study [30].
Therefore, the adherence assessment based on the drug prototype in hair might be less accurate.
Alternatively, the assessment based on the combination of NVP and its main metabolites would more
comprehensively and accurately reflect long-term adherence. Consequently, it is required to develop a
sensitive and selective method for simultaneously determining NVP and its two main metabolites,
2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP in hair.
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LC-MS/MS has been widely applied because it has high sensitivity and selectivity [12,30]. Previous
studies have developed several LC-MS/MS methods for the determination of NVP alone or together
with some other antiretroviral drugs in hair [31–33]. Some rapid and highly sensitive LC-MS/MS
methods have also been established for quantifying NVP and its metabolites in human serum and
baboon plasma [28,34,35]. However, there was no study to report determination of NVP’s main
metabolites, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP, in hair and simultaneous determination of NVP and the two
main metabolites. On the other hand, atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) was generally
suitable for the detection of low-polar and non-polar compounds and electrospray ionization (ESI) was
applied to detect a wider range of compounds from low-polar to polar compounds although they are
the ionization techniques most commonly used for the LC-MS/MS quantification. However, most of
the previous studies selected ESI as an ion source to detect NVP and its metabolites together in plasma
that were of low polarity. For example, Ren et al. developed a sensitive LC-MS/MS method with ESI for
quantification of nevirapine and its metabolites in baboons [34]. Liu et al. also developed an ESI+-based
LC-MS/MS method for quantitation of nevirapine and its two oxidative metabolites in baboons [35].
In fact, the ESI-based method has some limitations compared to the APCI-based method. In detecting
low polarity compounds, ESI often caused higher background noise than APCI because ESI is more
susceptible to matrix effects [36]. Additionally, raw samples need to be preprocessed with complicated
steps to reduce high background noise when ESI is used. This undoubtedly added to the difficulty of
handling the sample. For example, Huang et al. developed a sensitive LC-MS/MS method with ESI for
quantification of nevirapine in human hair. In addition to the routine incubation process with mobile
phase, the liquid-liquid extraction step was also added to reduce background noise in their process of
handling the hair sample. The specific operation is that NVP in hair was extracted by liquid-liquid
extraction with sodium phosphate buffer, methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE) and ethyl acetate (EA) [33].
Obviously, a complicated sample pretreatment process (e.g., the liquid-liquid extraction) brings
unnecessary environmental pollution and disposal cost due to the solvent evaporation. By contrast, an
LC-MS/MS method based on APCI would not need redundant handling processes because the use
of APCI often caused relatively lower background noise than ESI, following lower matrix effect [37].
So APCI would be a better choice for simultaneous analysis of NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP in hair.

The present study firstly aimed to develop the LC-APCI-MS/MS method with high specificity,
sensitivity and selectivity for simultaneous detection of NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP in hair. Then
the developed method would be put into exploring the consistence in assessing long-term adherence of
NVP through examining associations between patients’ self-reported adherence and the concentrations
of the three compounds in hair.

2. Results

2.1. Chromatography

The NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP and their corresponding internal standard (IS) were separated
and well resolved by observing their chromatographic peaks in Figure 1. Under the chromatographic
condition; NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP were eluted at 7.84, 6.41 and 6.92 min and their ISs, NVP-d3
and 2-OH NVP-d3 were eluted at 7.69 and 6.30 min, respectively. In addition, all analytes in patients’
hair samples were also well resolved in the same way.
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Figure 1. The chromatograms of the three analysts, (a) nevirapine (NVP), (b) 2-OH NVP and (c) 
3-OH NVP in blank hair matrix, blank hair matrix spiked into standard solutions and natural hair 
samples from HIV patients who took NVP. As spiked into hair blank matrix, concentration of 
standards were 200 pg/mg for NVP, 100 pg/mg for 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP. The representative 
concentrations of drugs determined in natural hair samples were 224 pg/mg for NVP, 128 pg/mg for 
2-OH NVP and 127 pg/mg for 3-OH NVP. The internal standard’s (IS’s) concentrations were 250 
pg/mg for (d) NVP-d3 and 1000 pg/mg for (e) 2-OH NVP-d3, which spiked into blank hair matrix 
and natural hair samples. 

2.2. Method Validation 

The method had good linearity within the set concentration range showing that the square of 
correlation coefficient (R2) of the calibration curve was more than 0.99 for all three compounds in 
hair. Limits of detection (LODs) were 3, 2 and 2 pg/mg for NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP. Limits 

Figure 1. The chromatograms of the three analysts, (a) nevirapine (NVP), (b) 2-OH NVP and (c) 3-OH
NVP in blank hair matrix, blank hair matrix spiked into standard solutions and natural hair samples
from HIV patients who took NVP. As spiked into hair blank matrix, concentration of standards were
200 pg/mg for NVP, 100 pg/mg for 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP. The representative concentrations of
drugs determined in natural hair samples were 224 pg/mg for NVP, 128 pg/mg for 2-OH NVP and
127 pg/mg for 3-OH NVP. The internal standard’s (IS’s) concentrations were 250 pg/mg for (d) NVP-d3
and 1000 pg/mg for (e) 2-OH NVP-d3, which spiked into blank hair matrix and natural hair samples.
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2.2. Method Validation

The method had good linearity within the set concentration range showing that the square of
correlation coefficient (R2) of the calibration curve was more than 0.99 for all three compounds in
hair. Limits of detection (LODs) were 3, 2 and 2 pg/mg for NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP. Limits
of quantitation (LOQs) were 11, 6 and 6 pg/mg for NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP. Intra-day and
inter-day CVs were less than 15% for the three compounds, and the recovery was in the range of
85–115% as listed in Table 1. From these parameters, which were consistent with the guidelines,
it turned out that the method had good precision and accuracy for analyzing the three compounds
in hair.

Table 1. Linearity, limits of detection and quantitation (LOD and LOQ), retention time, intra-day and
inter-day coefficients of variation and recovery for NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP in human hair.

NVP 2-OH NVP 3-OH NVP

Calibration curve y = 0.00534x + 0.00799 y = 0.00308x − 0.00136 y = 0.00354x − 0.00316
R2 a 0.9997 0.9997 0.9987

Linear Range (pg/mg) 11–50,000 6–1250 6–1250
LOD (pg/mg) b 3 2 2
LOQ (pg/mg) b 11 6 6

Retention time (min) 7.84 6.41 6.92
CV (%) of the retention times c 3.8 3.2 4.5

Intra-day CV (%, n = 5) d,e

LOQ 8.5 5.4 10.2
Low 5.8 2.8 4.3

Medium 3.5 7.6 3.2
High 2.2 4.2 5.6

Inter-day CV (%, n = 5) d,e

LOQ 7.6 10.5 7.8
Low 8.8 5.2 6.4

Medium 9.4 3.1 3.6
High 2.3 5.6 8.1

Recovery (%, n = 5) d

Low 105.2 ± 4.2 101.3 ± 4.4 100.5 ± 3.1
Medium 106.8 ± 3.5 99.5 ± 6.8 102.2 ± 3.2

High 105.6 ± 3.2 103.5 ± 5.8 103.9 ± 6.0
a R2 represents the square of correlation coefficient. b Limit of detection (LOD) was set at the
ratio of signal to noise (S/N) of 3, limit of quantitation (LOQ) was set at S/N = 10. c CV (%)
of the retention times between samples and blank matrix + standard = (Meanthe retention times of samples −

Meanthe retention times of blank matrix + standard)/Meanthe retention times of blank matrix + standard × 100%. d LOQ, low, medium
and high concentrations were 11, 30, 20,000 and 40,000 pg/mg for NVP; 6, 15, 500 and 1000 pg/mg for both 2-OH
NVP and 3-OH NVP. e Intra-day and inter-day precisions were estimated by intra-day and inter-day coefficients of
variation (CV).

The means of matrix factor (MF) and IS normalized MF were close to 1 for NVP, 2-OH NVP and
3-OH NVP, and the CVs of MF and IS normalized MF were less than 15% for all three compounds
(the details seen in Table S1 in Supplementary Materials). The CVs of the selectivity for external
standards (ESs) were within 20% and the CVs of the selectivity for IS were within 5% (the details
seen in Table S2 in Supplementary Materials), indicating that all analytes showed good selectivity.
The stability assessments of NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP revealed that the deviation against the
nominal concentrations and CVs at each level were less than 15% in different anticipated conditions
(details seen in Table S3).
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2.3. Detection of HIV Patients’ Hair Samples

The chosen biological matrix was the 1-cm hair segment closest to the scalp, which was collected
from 75 HIV-positive patients who had self-reported taking NVP in the past month. As listed in
Table 2, HIV patients with high adherence to antiretroviral drugs obviously showed more days of NVP
oral administration than those with low adherence (p < 0.001) and included less females (p < 0.01),
but there was no difference between the two groups in age (p > 0.05). They displayed significantly
higher concentrations than those with low adherence for all three compounds in hair (ps < 0.001).
Univariate analysis of variance further revealed that the differences remained significant for all three
compounds in hair (F1,72 = 45.719, ηp

2 = 0.388, sp = 1.000, p < 0.001 for NVP, and F1,72 = 13.791,
ηp

2 = 0.161, sp = 0.956, p < 0.001 for 2-OH NVP, and F1,72 = 15.639, ηp
2 = 0.178, sp = 0.974, p < 0.001

for 3-OH NVP) after gender was used as a covariate. These results indicated that there were high
consistencies in association with patients’ self-reported adherence among the three compounds in
hair. Additionally, gender had no influences on NVP and 2-OH NVP (ps > 0.107) and might influence
3-OH NVP (F1,72 = 4.083, ηp

2 = 0.054, sp = 0.513, p = 0.047). Furthermore, there were no gender
differences in the high adherence group in age (Z = −0.116, p = 0.907), days of NVP oral administration
(Z = −0.634, p = 0.526) and the concentrations of NVP and its metabolites (Z = −0.294, p = 0.769 for
NVP, and Z = −1.109, p = 0.268 for 2-OH NVP and Z = −1.584, p = 0.113 for 3-OH NVP). In the low
adherence group, there were also no gender differences in age (Z = −1.688, p = 0.091), days of NVP oral
administration (Z = −0.796, p = 0.426) and the concentrations of the three compounds (Z = −0.129,
p = 0.897 for NVP, and Z = −1.428, p = 0.153 for 2-OH NVP and Z = −0.264, p = 0.792 for 3-OH NVP).

Table 2. The comparison between high- and low-adherence groups in gender, age, the days of NVP
oral administration and the concentrations of NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP in hair.

High Adherence Group a Low Adherence Group a Statistical Value b

Number 61 14 -
Gender (female/male) 54/7 8/6 χ2 = 7.826 **

Age (years) c 43.39 ± 9.34, 25–67 45.29 ± 6.65, 27–52 t66 = −0.713
Adherence (days/month) d 29.85 ± 0.65, 27–30 18.43 ± 4.62, 10–25 t13.120 = 9.232 ***

NVP concentration(pg/mg) e,f 30,600 ± 12,346, 3–53,218 5380 ± 13,694, 3–42,221 t73 = 6.755 ***
2-OH NVP concentration (pg/mg) e,g 216 ± 212, 2–1055 24 ± 57, 0–166 t71.141 = 6.137 ***
3-OH NVP concentration (pg/mg) e,h 270 ± 253, 0–1235 35 ± 80, 0–235 t66.15 = 6.061 ***

Notes: ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. a High adherence means days of oral administration every month >25 days, and low
adherence means the days ≤25 days. b Gender distribution was compared with Chi-square and the other variables
were compared with t-test for two independent samples. c Seven participants in the high adherence group were
excluded because they missed the information on age. d It refers to how many days HIV-patients used antiretroviral
drugs by oral administration over the last month and is presented as M ± SD and range where M was mean and SD
was standard deviation. e The concentration was presented as M ± SD and range where the concentration was
below LOQ, but over LOD was set as LOD and the concentration below LOD as 0. f One participant in the high
adherence group and two participants in the low adherence group had hair NVP concentrations below LOQ, but
over LOD. g Two participants in the high adherence group and six participants in the low adherence group had
hair 2-OH NVP concentrations below LOQ, but over LOD. Four participants in the low adherence group had hair
2-OH NVP concentrations below LOD. h One participant in the high adherence group and five participants in the
low adherence group had hair 3-OH NVP concentrations below LOQ, but over LOD. One participant in the high
adherence group and four participants in the low adherence group had hair 3-OH NVP concentrations below LOD.

The NVP concentrations in hair showed significantly moderate correlations with the concentrations
of 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP in hair among 75 patients (R = 0.617 and R = 0.557, ps < 0.001), but there
was significantly high correlation between 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP (R = 0.951, p < 0.001). Even if
14 participants with hair concentrations of any one of the three compounds below LOQ were excluded,
there remained moderate correlations of NVP with 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP (R = 0.520, p < 0.001
and R = 0.391, p < 0.01) and high correlation between 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP (R = 0.941, p < 0.001)
among the remaining 61 patients as shown in Figure 2.
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the concentrations of all three compounds in hair over LOQ. R is the coefficient of correlation and p
represents statistical significance in the figure.

3. Discussion

We developed an LC-APCI+-MS/MS method with high specificity, sensitivity and selectivity for
simultaneous quantification of NVP and its two metabolites, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP, in hair. As far
as we know, this was the first successful attempt to determine 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP and evaluate
long-term adherence based on the concentrations of metabolites in human hair. Previous studies were
limited to the detection of NVP metabolites in other biological samples, such as human serum [28] and
for the adherence evaluation based on drug prototypes in hair [22–25]. Additionally, we found that
NVP’s metabolites showed high consistency with NVP in evaluating long-term adherence. Specifically,
patients with high adherence showed significantly higher concentrations of NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH
NVP in hair than those with low adherence. We discuss each of the results in turn below.

The present method showed LOQ at 11 pg/mg for NVP and 6 pg/mg for both 2-OH NVP and 3-OH
NVP. In a previous study, the LOQ at 250 pg/mg for NVP using the LC-ESI-MS/MS method with a mobile
phase was composed of 50% acetonitrile. In their study, routine incubation with methanol/trifluoroacetic
acid (9:1, v/v) and liquid-liquid extraction was used during the hair sample processing prior to mass
spectrometry analysis [33]. In another previous study, they used the LC-ESI-MS/MS method to
quantitate NVP with a mobile phase composed of 80% methanol. The LOQ of NVP is 39 pg/mg. In their
study, the routine incubation with methanol was used during the hair sample processing before mass
spectrometry analysis [30]. The LOQ at 11 pg/mg for NVP in the present LC-APCI-MS/MS was better
than that at 250 and 39 pg/mg in the previous LC-ESI-MS/MS.
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This was consistent with the previous observation that matrix had less effect on APCI source than
ESI [38–40], although the occurrence of matrix effects was observed in both ESI and APCI. In other
words, compared with ESI, using APCI was less likely to produce higher background noise, thereby
resulting in lower LOQs. On the other hand, the assay method utilized a mixture of methanol with
water (78:22, v/v) as mobile phase for the easily chromatographic separation of NVP and its metabolites
(2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP) that had higher polarity than NVP. Besides, LOQ at 6 pg/mg was attained
for 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP, demonstrating that the present method had good sensitivity for the
two metabolites in hair.

This study found that the NVP concentrations in the hair from patients with high adherence
were significantly higher than those from patients with low adherence. Previously, the concentrations
of drug prototypes, zidovudine and efavirenz, in hair were also found to be closely associated with
long-term adherence to the antiretroviral therapy [31]. This study also found that the concentrations of
2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP in the hair from patients with high adherence were significantly higher
than those from patients with low adherence. These results indicated that NVP’s metabolites showed
high consistency with NVP in evaluating long-term adherence. Therefore it inferred that the adherence
evaluation based on the combination of the antiretroviral drug’s prototype with its metabolites in hair
would be more comprehensive and accurate.

This study also found that there were significantly positive correlations of NVP with 2-OH NVP
and 3-OH NVP and correlation between the two metabolites. However, the coefficient of correlation
between the two metabolites was larger than that between NVP and the two metabolites (R = 0.941
vs. R = 0.520 and R = 0.391). This was mainly due to the large differences in the physiochemical
properties between NVP and the two metabolites. As region-specific isomers, both 2-OH NVP and
3-OH NVP have one hydrophilic group, hydroxyl, thereby having the same or similar physiochemical
properties (e.g., polarity, hydrophilicity and basicity). As a result, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP maybe
have the same incorporation pattern into hair and mechanism of dissolution from hair, resulting
in significantly high correlation between them. Previously, high correlation was also observed for
correlation between the hair concentrations of lopinavir and ritonavir which had similar physical and
chemical properties [31]. Compared to the two metabolites, NVP lacked one hydrophilic group and
was a highly lipophilic molecule [6]. Thus, NVP could show a different incorporation pattern into
hair and mechanism of dissolution from the hair matrix, resulting in moderate correlations with the
two metabolites. In addition, NVP has less polarity and higher lipophilicity than the two metabolites.
The lipophilicity of the substance itself is one of key factors influencing the drug’s incorporation
into hair [14]. Thus, NVP with stronger lipophilicity more easily penetrates cell membranes into
the stromal cell depending on the concentration gradient. Therefore, this study found that the NVP
concentration in hair is much higher than that of its two metabolites in hair. Thus, the concentrations
of the metabolites in hair would be a valuable clinical reference for the NVP concentration in hair in
evaluating patients’ long-term adherence.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Standard Substances and Solution Preparation

Standard, NVP was attained from TargetMol (Shanghai, China). Furthermore, 2-OH NVP and
3-OH NVP were supplied by Toronto Research Chemicals (Toronto, ON, Canada). NVP-d3 as internal
standard (IS) of NVP and 2-OH NVP-d3 as IS of 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP were supplied by Toronto
Research Chemicals (Toronto, ON, Canada). Ammonium acetate of LC-MS grade was obtained from
Tedia (Fairfield, OH, USA), methanol of LC-MS grade was obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO, USA). Deionized water was purchased from A.S. Watson Group (Hong Kong, China).

NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP were separately dissolved in methanol as stock solutions at
concentrations of 1 mg/mL, 0.5 mg/mL and 50 µg/mL, respectively. The mixed working solution of
the three compounds was needed to dilute the stock solution to the expected concentrations with
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methanol, such as 0.8–10,000 ng/mL for NVP and 0.4–250 ng/mL for 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP. The IS
working solutions with high concentration were diluted with methanol to 50 ng/mL of NVP-d3 and
200 ng/mL of 2-OH NVP-d3. All of the above stock solutions were stored in the refrigerator.

4.2. Hair Collection

Seventy-five HIV-positive patients who were taking NVP were recruited from Guangxi Zhuang
Autonomous Region in China. All of them signed written informed consent before the study. The study
was permitted by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the Guangxi Center of Disease Control in
China and the University of South Carolina, USA. This study was also authorized by the health science
research ethics committee of Southeast University and followed the Declaration of Helsinki.

With the help of some local research volunteers, the patients completed a detailed questionnaire
including their demographics and the number of days they had taken NVP orally in the past 30 days.
Every patient in the study should take 200 mg of NVP twice a day following the doctor’s advice.
All the participants were from Guangxi province. Besides, all participants provided their hair strands
closest to the scalp at the region of posterior vertex. Hair samples were sealed with foil once collected,
thereby avoiding direct irradiation by sunlight, and then were stored in a dry and dark environment at
room temperature until the analysis. In order to match the time span of questionnaire measurements
with information from the past month, we used only the 1-cm hair fragment nearest the scalp in the
next LC-MS/MS analysis.

4.3. Hair Incubation

The 1 cm long hair strands were cleaned twice with methanol for 2 min and dried for 20 min under
the condition of drying air, they were then cut into pieces (1–2 mm) with clean scissors. After being
weighed at 10 mg, hair pieces were transferred to a clean test tube. Next, 950 µL methanol and 50 µL
IS working solution were added to the test tube with hair samples. Subsequently, the mixture was
wholly vortex-mixed for 60 s, and incubated for 16 h at 37 ◦C in an electric-heated thermostatic water
bath. After 2 min in the vortex machine and 5 min at 12,000 rpm in the centrifuge, 800 µL supernatant
was transferred to another clean test tube and evaporated with pure nitrogen gas at 50 ◦C. Finally,
the residue was dissolved with 50 µL mobile phase for mass-spectrometric detection.

4.4. LC-MS/MS Analysis

Chromatographic separation of the three compounds and their ISs was implemented on an
Agilent 1200 HPLC system (Waldbronn, Germany). The injection volume into an LC-MS/MS system
was 20 µL. The LC system was equipped with the Platisil ODS C18 reverse phase analytical column
(150 mm × 4.6 mm, 5 µm; Dikma, Beijing, China) which was protected by a C18 guard cartridge
(10 mm × 4.6 mm, 5 µm; Dikma). In addition, the mobile phase was made of a mixture of methanol and
distilled water (78:22, v/v) with ammonium acetate (1 mM). Then it was filtered with a micro-porous
membrane to remove the tiny particles and treated with ultrasonic process for 20 min to eliminate air
bubbles. The flow rate was set at 500 µL/min.

MS/MS analysis was performed on a QTRAP 3200 mass spectrometer (AB Sciex, Foster City,
CA, USA) using an APCI with positive mode and in multiple reaction monitoring (MRM). Nitrogen
(99.99%) was used as a nebulizing gas. Mass spectrometric parameters were optimized for all analytes.
Their optimal ionization and fragmentation were listed in Table 3. The main operating parameters of
the MS system were given as follows: nebulizer current at 4.0 µA, the symmetrical heaters at 500 ◦C,
both ion source gas (gas 1) and turbo heater gas (gas 2) at 40.0 psig, curtain gas at 20.0 psig and
collision gas at medium. Figure 3 displays the optimal precursor ion and product ion of each analyte.
In addition, dwell time was set at 100 ms to detect all analytes.
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Figure 3. Precursor ion (a,c,e,g,i) and product ion (b,d,f,h,j) of analytes and internal standards,
(a,b) NVP, (c,d) NVP-d3, (e,f) 2-OH NVP, (g,h) 2-OH NVP-d3 and (i,j) 3-OH NVP.

Table 3. Optimal conditions for ionization and fragmentation of the three compounds and their ISs.

Analyte Precursor Ion and Product Ion (m/z) DP(V) EP(V) CEP(V) CE(V) CXP(V)

NVP * 267.1/226.3 54.01 5.38 21.30 37.39 3.42
NVP 267.1/198.3 54.01 5.38 21.30 50.75 3.08

NVP-d3 270.1/229.4 63.43 5.93 24.97 36.61 3.48
2-OH NVP * 283.0/161.1 56.21 6.47 43.12 33.26 2.69
2-OH NVP 283.0/238.1 56.21 6.47 43.12 30.03 5.11

2-OH NVP-d3 285.9/161.0 62.92 5.58 22.34 34.12 1.74
3-OH NVP * 283.0/214.3 68.80 5.60 38.13 45.17 3.72
3-OH NVP 283.0/243.3 68.80 5.60 38.13 39.54 4.35

* The most sensitive transition was used for quantitation and the other one was employed for confirmation.
DP, declustering potential; EP, entrance potential; CEP, collision cell entrance potential; CE, collision energy;
CXP, collision cell exit potential.
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4.5. Method Validation

Method validation was performed according to the guidance as specified by the Food and Drug
Administration, USA [41]. Method validation was implemented in pure standards solutions spiked
into 10 mg blank hair matrix collected from healthy volunteers without taking any drugs containing
nevirapine. The analyte-free, interference-free blank matrix was treated in a manner slightly different
from that for the actual patients’ hair samples. Before being incubated in methanol, the blank matrix
was mixed with 50 µL working solutions of standards, 50 µL IS’s working solutions and 900 µL
methanol. Then the blank matrix with 1 mL solution was treated with the same method as patients’
hair samples were. The final standard concentrations of calibrated curves were 4, 10, 20, 100, 200, 400,
800, 2000, 4000, 10,000, 20,000, 40,000 and 50,000 pg/mg for NVP, and 2, 4, 10, 20, 100, 200, 400, 800,
1000 and 1250 pg/mg for both 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP.

Limit of detection (LOD) was determined at the ratio of signal to noise of 3 (S/N = 3) and
it represented the qualitative detection of the minimum concentration or minimum amount of the
substance to be measured from the sample. In a similar way, limit of quantitation (LOQ) was determined
at S/N = 10 and it represented the quantitative detection of the minimum concentration or minimum
amount of the substance to be measured from the sample. Intra-day precision was evaluated by
CV through repeating it 5 times within a day and inter-day precision was evaluated by CV using
5 replicates over 5 consecutive days. Intra-day and inter-day precisions were detected at LOQ, low,
medium and high concentrations (low was 2–3 times the LOQ, medium was at 40–50% the upper
limit of quantification (UOQ) and high was at 80% UOQ), namely, 11, 30, 20,000 and 40,000 pg/mg
for NVP, and 6, 15, 500 and 1000 pg/mg for both 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP. Recovery referred to the
recovery of the experimental method, which was reported as a percentage of the concentration of
the standard analytes evaluated with the calibration curve versus the actual spiked concentration of
standard analyte. Recovery was established with three independent runs at low, medium and high
concentrations, namely, 30, 20,000 and 40,000 pg/mg for NVP, and 15, 500 and 1000 pg/mg for both
2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP.

Matrix effect was assessed by using six lots of blank hair matrices to calculate the matrix factor (MF)
for external standards (ESs), IS and IS normalized MF for ESs. The six blank matrices were spiked with
the analytes in triplicate in one batch for NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP. Selectivity was assessed with
six lots of blank hair matrices spiked into drugs at the LOQ level to confirm whether the endogenous
compounds of the blank matrix interfered with determining the analyte or internal standards.

Stability was assessed by the changing situation between the concentration acquired by calibrated
curve and the actual concentration of the standards under different conditions in blank hair matrix at
low and high concentrations in triplicate. Concretely, benchtop stability referred to the stability of the
above two levels solutions (the supernatant obtained after the centrifugation) in blank matrix stored in
an ice bucket at 4 ◦C for 12 h. Stock solution stability meant the stability of keeping the solutions at the
temperature of the reserve solution (−20 ◦C) for 24 h. Autosampler stability referred to the stability of
solutions stored at 10 ◦C simulating auto-sampler condition for 12 h. Freeze-thaw stability required the
process of three freeze-thaw cycles, and the solutions (the supernatant obtained after the centrifugation)
were frozen for at least 12 h between cycles where frozen solutions were permitted to thaw at ambient
temperature for 2 h. Long-term stability was evaluated in a refrigerator at 4 ◦C for a week.

4.6. Statistical Analysis

The statistical packages SPSS 25.0 and Origin 2018 were utilized for comprehensive statistical
analysis. Linearly fitting curves were graphed using Origin 2018 analytical software. Seventy-five
HIV-positive patients were divided into two groups with over 25 days and less than 26 days of oral drug
administration per month (high- and low-adherence groups) as listed in Table 2. Chi-square test and
t-test for two independent samples were done to compare whether there were significant differences
in gender distribution, the concentrations of the three compounds in hair and age between the two
groups. Univariate analysis of variance was conducted for confirming the inter-group differences in the
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three compounds in hair when gender was used as a covariate. Additionally, Mann-Whitney U-test for
two independent samples was implemented to examine the gender differences in the concentrations of
the three compounds in hair, days of NVP oral administration and age for the two groups. Pearson
correlation analysis was performed for examining the associations between the concentrations of NVP,
2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP in hair.

5. Conclusions

This study has developed a specific, sensitive and selective method for simultaneous quantification
of NVP and its two main metabolites (i.e., 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP) in human hair. The method
was developed with LC-MS/MS coupled with an APCI in positive mode and MRM. The method
displayed good performances in linearity, intra-day and inter-day CVs, recovery, selectivity and
stability. More importantly, this study found that NVP’s metabolites showed high consistency with
NVP in evaluating long-term adherence although they showed moderate correlations with NVP. This
makes it necessary to consider the antiretroviral drug’s metabolites together with the prototype when
the concentrations of drugs in hair are used as a critical method for measuring long-term adherence to
antiretroviral drugs. At the same time, it also needs to be confirmed through quantifying prototypes
and the metabolites of more antiretroviral drugs in future studies.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online, Table S1: Matrix factors (MF) and its coefficients of
variation (CVMF) for NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP in human hair; Table S2: Sample selectivity for NVP, 2-OH
NVP, 3-OH NVP and their IS in human hair; Table S3: The results on benchtop, stock solution, autosampler, freeze
thaw, long term stability at low and high concentrations for NVP, 2-OH NVP and 3-OH NVP.
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